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With the rapid development of social economy, people’s dependency on
information resources is getting higher and higher, and information increasingly
becomes the most active and critical element in each field of society. As the
significant functional department at local government, improving taxation,
constructing information platforms of tax business and integrated service, Local Tax
system is becoming the key factor and major task for local taxation bureau to play a
functional role and ensure the goal of tax system successfully achieved. Building a tax
collection and management platform becomes the important way to improve the
information level and efficiency of the tax collection and administration.
This dissertation is based on the guiding idea of “Based on the tax declaration
and optimization services, uniformed with the support of a computer-based network
and focused on collection and tax inspect.” Under the environment of “third of
CTAIS”, aiming to optimize the service function, promote the information
construction and improve work efficiency. At the same time it will facilitate taxpayers
and make taxpayers enjoy a quality service in the tax service hall.
This dissertation bases on the structure of J2EE, combining Oracle Database,
which is to integrate the main four business of local taxation bureau into a system. It
will organize all significant business and vital data and makes the job process
managements. This dissertation focuses on requirement analysis of each business
module of local tax bureau information system. And the designs include each
submodule and the operating purposes of each press button. It achieves to make
country level local tax bureau as the business level and provincial level local tax
bureau as the data centre, which will help to build an integrated local tax information
management system structure. It achieves to effectively integrate the four business
subsystem tax registration management, declaration and collection, integrative query,
which is supporting to share information reasonably, improving work efficiency, and
offering the better information service to taxpayer. This dissertation completes the














requirements analysis, systematic design, etc.
The application of this system will further specify tax business process and
improve law enforcement capacity and strengthen supervision of law enforcement and
enforcement level and avoid the risk of law enforcement and improve the governing
capacity of local taxation authorities.
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